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About this Guide
This is a guide to the wetland birds you are most likely to see during a visit to
Harper’s Island Wetlands. They are not all always here; they may be out
feeding on the mudflats of Cork Harbour. Some are winter visitors, some
summer visitors and other are here all year round. A hunting peregrine might
disturb them. Many species have been seen on Harper’s Island but
unfortunately are not all covered in this introductory guide so always be on the
lookout for something new and unusual.
The identification plates should help you to identify the birds you see and
there is a lot of additional information in this guide on these amazing birds.

Best Time to Visit
Visit Harper’s Island Wetlands at any time of the year but especially when the
tides are high and it is at it’s very best when the tides are very high (spring high
tides) when thousands of birds from all over the harbour can be seen here if
left undisturbed. Check out Plan Your Visit.

Opening Times
Harper’s Island Wetlands is run by volunteers and opening times vary from
season to season. Check out Opening Times or our Facebook page before you
visit.

We hope you enjoy your visit.
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About Harper’s Island
Harper’s Island Wetlands is situated eight kilometres east of Cork City just north of
the N25 near Carrigtwohill. It is sign posted at the Little Island and Cobh exits from
the N25. Take the old Cork road to the entrance. The reserve is 10 minutes’ walk east
from Glounthaune railway station, linked to Cork, Cobh and Midleton and it is on Bus
Eireann’s Number 261 route, just 30 minutes ride from Cork City.
People, industry and busy transport routes surround Harper’s Island on all sides.
Caught in the middle are mudflats, birds and a combination of fragile wetland
habitats – some of them man-made. Harper’s Island comprises an area of low lying
land in the middle of some of the most important estuary habitat in county Cork.
Areas free of disturbance within Cork harbour are becoming increasingly scarce for
birds and other wildlife and Harper’s Island is a haven for our natural heritage.
As the range of habitats is diverse, so too are the birds and other wildlife. The
mudflats surrounding Harper’s island consist of a living community of not just birds,
but also marine life that lives on or within the mud; they are the engine that feeds
the harbours large population of redshanks, black-tailed godwits, oystercatchers,
shelduck and other species. Many of these birds can be easily seen from the viewing
hide on the island. The flora and fauna of the island represent some of the most
important habitats in the harbour.
Cork Harbour is an excellent example of an estuarine system with all of the typical
habitats represented forming a distinct gradient of habitat types. These habitats
include mudflats and saltmarshes, which are both protected under the EU Habitats
Directive. As such it provides a rich environment for marine invertebrates; a vital
food source for the international important assemblage of wintering waterbirds with
in excess of 20,000 individuals, making it one of the top ten winter refuges for
waterbirds in Ireland. Although Harper’s Island is only a small component, in terms of
land-mass within Cork Harbour, the island and the surrounding environs of the
estuarine mud-flats are an extremely important part for providing a safe feeding and
roosting refuge for the wintering waterbirds. Icelandic Black-tailed Godwits frequent
the estuary in populations of international importance, of which over half of these
are found on or around Harper’s Island (table 1 next page). At times, during the
spring months, peak Black-tailed Godwit counts can exceed 2,500 birds representing
over 4% of the global population The island also supports populations of national
importance of two wildfowl and two wader species and further populations of
regional importance of 10 bird species; all of these being listed on the Birds of
Conservation Concern in Ireland.

Important populations of wintering birds using
Harper’s Island and its environs
Harper’s
Species
Island area
International important populations
Black-tailed Godwit
1,429
Nationally important populations
Shelduck
219
Wigeon
464
Dunlin
944
Redshank
317
Regionally important populations
Teal
384
Mallard
113
Red-breasted Merganser
16
Little Grebe
14
Cormorant
37
Oystercatcher
540
Golden Plover
191
Lapwing
1,654
Curlew
429
Greenshank
10
TOTALS
8,122

% of Cork Harbour
birds using Harper's
Island
57%
21%
30%
22%
20%
41%
25%
23%
22%
15%
36%
4%
52%
28%
15%
31%

Population figures are: average of peak winter counts 2004/05-2008/09
Species listed are those that are of Birds of Conservation Concern in Ireland
The exceptional wildlife value and spectacle of over 8,000 waterbirds at
Harper’s Island and its environs is primarily due to the rich diversity of habitats
available within a relatively small area.

Abbreviations used in the following species
identification profiles
M. - Male
F. - Female
Br. - Breeding plumage
NBr. - Non-breeding plumage
Juv. - Juvenile plumage
Im. - Immature plumage
1st W. - 1st winter plumage
1st S. - 1st summer plumage
1st Y. -1st year plumage
2nd W. - 2nd winter plumage
2nd S. - 2nd summer plumage
3rd W. - 3rd winter plumage
3rd S. - 3rd summer plumage
4th W. - 4th winter plumage
Ad. – Adult

Waders
(Oystercatchers etc.)

Black-tailed Godwit Guilbneach Earrdhubh
Limosa limosa islandica
Length
41–43 cm

Wingspan
75–77 cm

Weight
M: 280 g
F: 340 g

Oldest-known bird
23 years

Occurs all year at Harper’s Island with peak numbers of 1000-2500 in MarchApril and August-October. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh and may also
feed in the wet grassland when water levels are high.
The black-tailed godwit can live for over twenty-two years. The Irish name,
Guilbneach Earrdhubh, literally means ‘black-tailed sharp beak’. Another name
that has been used to describe this bird in Ireland is the red godwit. The blacktailed godwits that winter in Ireland breed in lowland wet grassland and
marshes in Iceland. They are a distinct subspecies with a total world population
of only about 60,000 individuals. There is only a handful of records of blacktailed godwits breeding in Ireland in the past. The most recent records are not
more than two pairs breeding in any one year in the midlands and south
between the late 1970s and mid-1980s. In winter the Icelandic black-tailed
godwits are found in Ireland and along the western seaboard of Europe and
Morocco. Studies have shown that they prefer a habitat which includes
mudflats and wet grasslands. It is not usually found on sandy beaches and
avoids rocky shores. In the winter it feeds on marine invertebrates such as
ragworms and small shellfish, usually on mudflats, and earthworms and insects
on freshwater grasslands. When hunting it probes its long beak into the mud
and can sometimes be seen repeatedly stabbing the mud in the same spot and
pushing its beak so far down that it gets mud on its face.
The black-tailed godwit is usually site-faithful both between and during
winters. Studies have also shown that the male and female spend the winter in
different parts of the godwits’ wintering ground and reunite again on the
breeding grounds the following summer. Largest numbers are found on our
estuaries. Up to 18,000 are found in Ireland in winter representing about 30
per cent of the world population of this subspecies. Research shows that many
more stop in Ireland before moving farther south and east. Highest
concentrations have been recorded at Little Brosna Callows (Tipperary/Offaly
border), Shannon and Fergus Estuaries, Cork Harbour, Dundalk Bay (Louth) and
Ballymacoda (Cork).
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Oystercatcher Roilleach
Haematopus ostralegus
Length
40–50 cm

Wingspan
80–86 cm

Weight M&F
540 g

Oldest-known bird
43 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from May to November, with peak numbers
of 500-800 in July-October. Roosts in the saltmarsh at high tide.
The oystercatcher can live for over forty-two years. Its common Irish name is
Roilleach but has also been called a Scaladóir, referring to its high, loud call,
and Gobadán, a term used to describe any wader with a long beak. Another
name that has been used to describe this bird in Ireland is the ‘mussel picker’.
It breeds along our coastline in a variety of coastal habitats, though almost
absent from the south coast west of Dungarvan. Small numbers also nest
inland. About 4,000 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the Breeding
Atlas Survey (1988–1991). The oystercatcher is unusual amongst waders in
that it continues to feed its young for some time after they have fledged. Most
oystercatchers born in Ireland stay here, will not breed until at least three to
five years old, and many return to the area where they were born to breed. In
winter Irish birds are joined by oystercatchers from Iceland and the Faeroes.
Mainland European oystercatchers rarely come to Ireland. Flocks of over a
hundred are not uncommon. It is very territorial when nesting and during the
winter. When feeding it will often chase off other birds while searching for
shellfish and worms on mudflats, sandy shores, rocky shores and grassy fields,
with a particular fondness for sports fields. Its main prey on the shore is
cockles and mussels. Many return to the same wintering areas year after year.
The young oystercatcher will wander in the first few years until it becomes
sexually mature. On Irish shores, most are found in estuaries. It has been
shown that monitoring the health of oystercatcher populations reflects the
health of the estuaries where they winter. Where land-based commercial
harvesting of shellfish, especially cockles, takes place, the oystercatcher is
sometimes looked on as an enemy, although studies in places where they have
been culled have shown that killing them did not make a significant impact on
the shellfish population, especially if the minimum cockle size for harvesting is
not set too low. Up to 70,000 oystercatchers are found in Ireland in winter and
highest concentrations of have been recorded in Dundalk Bay (Louth),
Strangford Lough (Down) and Belfast Lough.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Curlew Crotach
Numenius arquata
Length
50–60cm

Wingspan
80–100cm

Weight
M:770g
F:1000 g

Oldest-known bird
31 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from July-April with peak numbers of 250450 in July-October. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh and may also feed in
the wet grassland when water levels are high.
The curlew is the largest European wader. It can live for over thirty-one years.
One of its Irish names is Crotach which means ‘humped’ and probably refers to
its sometimes humpbacked appearance when hunting. Another Irish name is
Cúirliun which may refer to its call, like its English name. Another name that
has been used to describe this bird in Ireland is the Whaap. It is thought
Whaap comes from a Scottish word ‘Whaup’ which is a mythical goblin with a
long beak.
Unlike many of our wintering waders the curlew does not breed in Iceland. In
Ireland, it breeds in areas of rough grazing and upland habitat mainly north of
a line from Dundalk to Killarney. An estimated 12,000 were recorded breeding
in Ireland during the Breeding Atlas Survey (1988–1991). Numbers have
declined dramatically to just under 2,000 pairs in 2002 due mainly to land
drainage and afforestation. This reflects an international decline, which is a
serious worry for the future of this shorebird. Most curlews born in Ireland
stay here for the winter and are joined by British-bred birds as well as many
birds from northern Europe. It can be found anywhere on the island where
mud is available under either salt or fresh water. It often feeds on earthworms
in grassland. On mud it hunts mainly for worms, especially lugworms for which
its beak is so well designed, but shellfish and even crabs will also be eaten. Like
other waders, if a curlew catches a crab it will usually shake it violently in its
beak until the crab’s legs fall off. It will then swallow the body whole and will
often then pick up and swallow all the legs, leaving nothing to waste. Up to
66,000 are found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations have been
recorded at the Shannon and Fergus Estuaries, Cork Harbour and Lough Foyle.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Redshank Cosdeargán
Tringa totanus
Length
27–29cm

Wingspan
45–52 cm

Weight
M:77 g
F:100 g

Oldest-known bird
26 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from June-March with peak numbers of
500-1000 in June-July. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh and along the edge
of the seawall. Feeds in the borrow dyke* when water levels are low.
The redshank can live for over twenty-six years. Its Irish name, Cosdeargán,
means ‘red leg’ or ‘red-legged’ and identical to its English name in meaning. In
Ireland it breeds in very small numbers on lowland wet grassland mainly in the
northern half of the island with the largest concentration in the west midlands
and Connacht. Between 4,000 and 5,000 pairs were recorded breeding
between 1988 and 1991 in the Breeding Atlas. It appears to be site-faithful
from breeding season to breeding season and birds usually return to breed in
the area where they were born. Irish-bred redshanks tend to stay in Ireland
during the winter where they are joined by birds from the west of Iceland and
northern Britain. Young birds tend to wander farther than adults in their first
year or two. It appears to be very site-faithful during the winter. It is usually
seen on estuaries in winter and feeds singly or in loose flocks, mainly on small
worms and invertebrates found while probing in mud. When mud is freshly
exposed on a falling tide a flock of redshanks will sometimes move across the
mudflat spread out in a rough line and probe the mud for freshly exposed prey
as they go. It has been shown to be particularly sensitive to cold weather when
many die. It returns to its breeding grounds between March and April. Up to
33,000 can been found here in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations are
at Strangford Lough (Down), the Shannon and Fergus Estuaries and Cork
Harbour.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Greenshank Laidhrín Glas
Tringa nebularia
Length
32 cm

Wingspan
69 cm

Weight(M&F)
190 g

Oldest-known bird
24 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from July-April, with peak numbers of 10-20
in October-November. Roosts along the edge of the sea wall at high tide, and
feeds in the borrow dyke* when water levels are low.
The greenshank can live for over twenty-four years. Its Irish name, Laidhrín
Glas, refers to its green legs, just like its English name. One pair bred in Ireland
at Achill in County Mayo in 1972 and 1974. This was the most westerly
breeding site of its world breeding range. Apart from a few in Scotland, most
breed in Scandinavia, northern Russia and Siberia in areas with lakes and
marshland on taiga (cold, open, coniferous woodland) and forest areas. The
female leaves shortly after the eggs hatch, leaving the male to feed the young
until fledging. The male then leaves and is followed later by the young. Though
it is not certain, it appears that many of the Scottish breeding population
spend the winter in Ireland. Birds wintering in southern Europe and North
Africa probably pass through Ireland each autumn. Compared to other
waders, little is known of its movements. The greenshank can be found on
estuaries and coastal marshland but can also be found on freshwater shores
inland. Unlike the redshank, the greenshank likes to hunt in pools and deeper
water where it takes small crabs and shrimps and will often chase after small
fish. It sometimes uses its feet to probe weed-covered areas in the hope of
disturbing prey, which it then grabs. Usually seen alone or in twos or threes,
with some Irish estuaries rarely recording more than 100 birds. Up to 1,700 are
found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations have been recorded at
the Shannon and Fergus Estuaries, Strangford Lough (Down) and Lough Swilly.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Dunlin Breacóg
Calidris alpina
Length
16–22cm

Wingspan
35–40cm

Weight
48g

Oldest-known bird
28 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from October-February with peak numbers
of 300-1100 in January-February. Small numbers also occur on migration in
August and September. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh.
The dunlin can live for over twenty-eight years. The common Irish name,
Breacóg, refers to the speckling on its plumage. Another Irish name for it is
Cearc Ghainimh which literally means ‘Sand Hen’. Another name that has been
used to describe this bird in Ireland is the sea lark.
It breeds in Ireland in small numbers, probably fewer than 250 pairs, in sanddune machair (low-lying coastal grassy plain), marshes and bogs in the northwestern half of the island. The number of breeding pairs in Ireland has declined
over the last thirty years mainly owing to modern farming methods and
afforestation. The dunlin also breeds all around the Arctic (circumpolar) in low
Arctic and boreal habitats and winters in temperate and tropical areas, usually
north of the equator. The female departs the breeding grounds soon after eggs
hatch leaving the male to mind the young until old enough to fend for
themselves. There is evidence to suggest that some Irish-born dunlin may
spend the winter as far south as West Africa. Juveniles leave the breeding
grounds later than the adults, usually in September or October. In winter, it is
one of our most numerous waders. The dunlin has a mainly coastal
distribution, preferring estuaries, mudflats and, to a lesser extent, sheltered
bays, though it can also be found inland in small numbers. Anywhere there is
mud on the coast, you are almost certain to see these small wanderers here
from almost every country in northern Europe. Flocks in Ireland can range in
size from fewer than 100 to over 10,000. Many dunlin also use Ireland as a
stepping stone in spring and autumn on their journeys between their wintering
grounds in northwest Africa and breeding grounds in northern Europe. In midwinter, up to half of the total west European population of dunlin are found in
Ireland and Britain. In the winter the dunlin eats small molluscs, worms and
crustaceans which it hunts by rapidly probing in mud or sand, sometimes in
shallow water. Up to 138,000 are found in Ireland in winter and highest
concentrations have been recorded at Shannon and Fergus Estuaries, Dundalk
Bay (Louth) and Cork Harbour.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Golden Plover Feadóg Bhuí
Pluvialis apricaria
Length
27–29cm

Wingspan
71–72cm

Weight M&F
22g

Oldest-known bird
12 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from November-March with peak numbers
of 500-2500 in February, but quite erratic in its occurrence. Roosts at high
tide in the saltmarsh.
The golden plover can live for over twelve years. Its Irish name Feadóg Bhuí
literally means the ‘yellow whistle’, the yellow referring to its plumage and the
whistle referring to its whistle-like call. Another Irish name, the Feadóg
Shléibhe, refers to its upland breeding habitat. Other names used to describe
this bird in Ireland include black-breasted plover and grey plover. Fewer than
500 pairs breed in Ireland, mainly on blanket and cut-away bogs and almost
all on the west coast between Galway and Derry. In winter, Ireland is hugely
important for this upland-nesting plover. Adults move south a month or more
before the young leave the breeding grounds. Our wintering birds mainly come
from Iceland. It is interesting to note that birds born in Britain and Scandinavia
are not usually found in Ireland in winter. Ireland is of particular importance
for Icelandic breeding golden plovers.
The golden plover gathers in flocks on large, open, intertidal areas to roost and
also spends a lot of time flying in tight or well scattered flocks, sometimes at
great heights. When flying in a scattered flock a distinct edge is often formed
by birds flying close in line. At times they will also fly in V-formation. When not
roosting on an estuary or sandy beach, golden plover are associated with old
pasture fields with lots of earthworms. Some would argue that it is not really a
shorebird as it spends most of its time away from the shore, but a large flock of
these beautiful birds flying over a beach or mudflat at low tide is a memorable
sight. Up to 150,000 are found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations
have been recorded in Ballymacoda (Cork), Little Brosna Callows
(Tipperary/Offaly border) and Strangford Lough (Down).
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Lapwing Pilibín
Vanellus vanellus
Length
28–31cm

Wingspan
70–76cm

Weight
230g

Oldest-known bird
23 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from October-February with peak numbers
of 500-750 in December and January. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh and
may also feed in the wet grassland when water levels are high,
The lapwing can live for over twenty-three years. Its most common Irish name,
Pilibín, is sometime used as a general term for a plover and literally means
‘little Philip’. The origin of this is unclear and may be a corruption of another
Irish word or a phonetic word for the sound of its call. Other names used to
describe this bird in Ireland include peewit, green plover and phillipene. The
acrobatic display flights and calls of the lapwing during the breeding season
are spectacular. In Ireland, it breeds mainly in the midlands and north. About
21,500 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the Breeding Atlas Survey
(1988–1991). A serious decline in breeding birds in the last twenty-five years is
largely owing to changes in agricultural practices, where drainage and
intermixed grasslands have led to a decline in suitable breeding habitat.
In winter the lapwing is our most widespread wader, with flocks turning up
anywhere, though usually not far from wetland areas. Irish birds are joined by
birds mainly from northern Britain, and in very cold weather also by lapwing
from continental Europe. The lapwing feeds on invertebrates and has a
preference for ploughed fields, though in cold weather when the ground
freezes it moves to estuaries, where it feeds on worms and small
invertebrates. Like many of the plovers it usually feeds by sight and can be
seen standing still for a time before moving forward to inspect the mud or
sand closely or to grab an unsuspecting worm. It regularly feeds at night. While
most lapwing While most lapwing return to the area where they were born to
breed there is evidence to show that some undergo what is called abmigration,
with birds born in Britain and Ireland joining flocks from abroad and turning up
as breeding birds as far away as Russia. This could occur during cold weather
movements when young birds from Ireland get caught up in flocks of east
European birds and fly back with them once the cold spell is over. Up to
200,000 are found in Ireland in the winter and highest concentrations have
been recorded at Shannon and Fergus Estuaries, Shannon Callows and
Wexford Harbour and Slobs.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Herons & Egrets

Grey Heron (Crane) Corr Éisc
Ardea cinerea
Length
90–96cm

Wingspan
50–173cm

Weight
1.5 kg

Oldest-known bird
35 years

One or two birds present all year on Harper’s Island. Feeds in the borrow
dyke*, in the drains that run through the saltmarsh and wet grassland, and,
when water levels are high, in the wet grassland.
The grey heron can live for over thirty-five years. Its common Irish name, Corr
Éisc, means ‘fish beak’. It has a large selection of other Irish names including
Siubhán Fhada, Máire Fhada or Cáití Fhada meaning ‘long Siobhán’ (or Mary or
Kate). Other names used to describe this bird in Ireland include crane and
Johnny-the-Bog. The grey heron, which is Ireland’s tallest bird, usually nests in
colonies called heronries, which it frequents from January until late summer.
About 3,650 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the Breeding Atlas
Survey (1988–1991). It is usually found in tall trees but, in the absence of trees,
it will make its large nest on low bushes and even on the ground on isolated
islands in the west. Some of the sounds of adults and young at the nest, heard
at any time of day or night, are like a fairy-tale monster or someone getting
sick!
The grey heron can be found almost anywhere there is suitable shallow water
but less so on exposed coasts. It feeds mainly on fish, frogs, small animals and
occasionally insects. Most are resident but are joined by some herons from
northern Europe in the winter. Irish-born grey herons tend to stay here and
not move very far from where they were born. It can often be seen silently
stalking its prey at the water’s edge, remaining motionless for ages then slowly
moving its head closer to the water before striking at its prey with lightning
speed. Sometimes it fishes on rivers or on the seashore in the middle of towns
and cities and at night under artificial light. It never seems to get on with gulls
and when flying over open water it will sometimes be chased relentlessly by
them. As many as 10,000 are found in winter in Ireland and highest
concentrations have been recorded at Lough Neagh and Galway Bay.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the seawall
dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that comes in
through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Little Egret Éigrit Bheag
Egretta garzetta
Length
60–65cm

Wingspan
90–95cm

Weight
450g

Oldest-known bird
22 years

Present all year on Harper’s Island with peak numbers of 20-30 in AugustOctober. Feeds in the borrow dyke*, in the drains that run through the
saltmarsh and wet grassland, and, when water levels are high, in the wet
grassland.
Smaller and slimmer than the much larger grey heron, the little egret is the
only all-white heron seen on the shore. It has snow white plumage, a long,
dark, dagger-shaped beak and black legs with yellow feet. In breeding
plumage, it develops long, thin, white feathers from the back of the head and
lace-like feathers on the back. In flight the little egret flies slowly with bowed
wings with neck tucked up and yellow feet visible on legs trailing beyond its
short tail. It is usually silent but will make squawking noises when
fighting or at the nest. The little egret can live to be over twenty-two years old.
As a new regular visitor to our shores, its Irish name, Éigrit Bheag, like the
English name, comes from the French word Aigrette, which means ‘little
heron’. Up to the 1980s this bird was rarely seen in Ireland.
Since then, numbers have increased dramatically and in 1997 the first record
of breeding in Ireland was made. Now it breeds in a number of counties,
mainly in the south and east. Nests are usually found in a heronry (where the
much larger grey heron breeds). It seems to prefer estuaries and sheltered
bays. It has a broad diet and in Ireland feeds mainly on small fish, shrimps, and
invertebrates. Unlike its taller cousin, the little egret is a much more active
hunter and will often be seen running after its prey, sometimes with wings
flicking open now and then. It has a curious habit of shuffling one of its feet in
shallow water and running after and stabbing at anything edible that is
disturbed. Highest concentrations are on the south and east coast with as
many as 300 pairs now breeding in Ireland.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Ducks

Shelduck Lacha Bhreac
Tadorna tadorna
Length
58–71cm

Wingspan
110–133cm

Weight
Oldest-known bird
M:1.2kg
24 years
F:1.0kg
Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from December-July with peak numbers of
40-150 at various times during this period. A breeding population is present
and young birds can be seen in late summer. Roosts in the saltmarsh.
The shelduck can live for over twenty-four years. In Irish it is called the Lacha
Bhreac which means ‘the pied duck’ or Lacha Chriosrua which means ‘redbelted duck’ referring to the chestnut band on its breast. Other names used to
describe this bird in Ireland include sheldrake and bar duck. About 4,650 pairs
were found breeding in Ireland during the Breeding Atlas Survey (1988–1991)
mainly along the east and south coasts. Shelduck nest in holes and cavities of
all types, from rabbit burrows to discarded large plastic drums. Clutches can
contain up to eleven young. Like all ducks the young leave the nest almost
immediately and are led to water by the parents. This can be a perilous journey
for the young, especially if the nest is far from the shore, because they are
very vulnerable to attack by predators such as foxes, hooded crows and grey
herons. Once they reach the relative safety of the water they are often
protected in a crèche containing two to four broods guarded by one or two
adults. After breeding almost all our adult shelduck migrate to Heligoland Bight
in the Wadden Sea off the Dutch/German/ Danish coast to moult, probably in
one non-stop flight, returning to Irish estuaries from September onwards,
possibly with a number of stops along the way. The shelduck in its first year
generally does not migrate to Heligoland. Some birds from Germany, the
Netherlands and Belgium come here for the winter.
The shelduck prefers estuaries and sheltered coasts where it searches for small
snails and worms on or near the surface of soft mud by swinging its beak from
side to side in a scythe-like fashion and sifting out the food with its beak and
tongue. Up to 15,000 are found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations
have been recorded in Strangford Lough (Down), Cork Harbour, the Shannon
and Fergus Estuaries and Dublin Bay.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)

Wigeon Lacha Rua
Anas penelope
Length
45–51 cm

Wingspan
75–86 cm

Weight
Oldest-known bird
M: 800 g
34 years
F: 650 g
Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from October-March with peak numbers of
150-500 in November-February. Feeds in the wet grassland and on the sea
wall and uses the borrow dyke* as a disturbance refuge. In autumn also
feeds on Glasswort seeds in the saltmarsh.
The wigeon can live to be over thirty-four years old. The Irish names, such as
Lacha Cheannrua, meaning ‘red-headed duck’ refer to the male’s distinctive
reddish head. Other names used to describe this bird in Ireland include golden
head and yellow poll. There is a small breeding population, fewer than twentyfive pairs, primarily along the River Shannon. Most of our wigeon come to
spend the winter in Ireland from breeding grounds in Iceland, northern Europe
and northern Russia, arriving in the autumn and departing abruptly in
March. It is known to be site-faithful during the winter, often returning to the
same area year after year.
It is a surface feeding duck mainly seen on the coast, usually in estuaries,
where it feeds on grasses and algae but can be found inland also. Tight flocks
can sometimes be seen grazing on grass in fields, usually not far from water. If
disturbed while grazing, they will usually fly back to the water, swimming
ashore and walking back to the grass once danger has passed. Very cold snaps
can lead to an influx of more wigeon to Ireland from continental Europe. One
thing that might help you to remember how to identify a male wigeon is to
think of pigeon, because the woodpigeon has similar colours. Up to 90,000
wigeon are found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations have been
recorded in Lough Foyle, Little Brosna Callows (Tipperary/Offaly border) and
Castlemaine Harbour (Kerry).
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Teal Praslacha
Anas crecco
Length
34–38cm

Wingspan
58–64cm

Weight
330g

Oldest-known bird
21years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from August-March. Peak numbers of 100500 occur in August-October, when they feed on Glasswort seeds in the
saltmarsh. Also feeds in the borrow dyke*, can often be seen close to the
hide.
The teal can live for over twenty-one years. A few of its Irish names, such as
Praslacha, refer to it being a fast flying duck. Once a relatively common
breeding bird, it has declined significantly. About 675 pairs were found
breeding in Ireland during the Breeding Atlas Survey (1988–1991) and those
appear to stay here all year round. It usually breeds on a variety of inland lakes
and ponds. Males play no part in rearing the young. It is widespread and
common in the winter, not just on the coast where it prefers estuaries, but
also inland. Because it mainly needs wet mud to feed, during very cold snaps it
will often move long distances in search of ice-free feeding areas. On such rare
icy occasions in Ireland, birds seem to move south to France, Spain and
Portugal. In the winter Irish birds are joined by teal from Iceland, Scandinavia
and as far as northwest Siberia. Most of the Icelandic population (fewer than
1,000) winter in Ireland.
Teal eat a wide variety of food from seeds to small invertebrates. They return
to breeding grounds any time between late February and May. Weather
conditions seem to determine where they breed and they tend not to be sitefaithful. Unlike many other shorebirds, the teal could be described as a nomad
with no fixed abode that will move either its breeding or wintering grounds in
response to local weather conditions. Up to 57,000 are found in Ireland in
winter and highest concentrations have been recorded in the Shannon and
Fergus Estuaries.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Mallard Lacha Fhiáin
Anas platyrhynchos
LENGTH
58–62 cm

WEIGHT
M: 1.2 kg F: 975 g

WINGSPAN
8l–95 cm

OLDEST-KNOWN BIRD
23 years

Occurs all year on Harper’s Island in small numbers (5-15), mainly in the
borrow dyke* but also feeds in the wet grassland when water levels are high.
The mallard can live to be over 23 years old though the average lifespan is
about three years. In Irish it is called Lacha Fhiáin, lacha meaning duck and
fhiáin meaning wild. Other Irish names include Crannlacha and Bárdal. The
English name comes from the old French name mallard, originally referring to a
male creature. Until relatively recently the word ‘mallard’ referred only to the
male of the species: it was thought that the female was a separate species
because she looks so different. The species was usually called wild duck. The
mallard has a global distribution and is found in Europe, Asia and North
America. Over 20,000 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the last
Breeding Atlas Survey. Highest concentrations are found on freshwater
bodies of the midlands and north. Research suggests the female calls
regularly from a potential nest site to see if predators are in the area
and if none come to investigate she considers the site safe for nesting.
The mallard has one of the longest breeding seasons of any European duck.
During post-breeding moult, the adults are flightless for about four
or five weeks, the male starts from June onward and the female later,
once the young are independent. Pairs rarely stay together for more than
one season. The Irish mallard rarely travels far, but is joined in winter by
mallards from countries bordering the North Sea and the Baltic.
The mallard is the most widespread of all freshwater birds in Ireland in winter
and it is estimated that there are over 84,000 on the island of Ireland during
this period. Greatest numbers are seen in September after the breeding
season, when the adults are joined by newly fledged young. As the winter
progresses the birds tend to spread out as more wetland sites become
available. Highest concentrations are found in Lough Neagh, Lough Beg, Lough
Foyle and Lough Ree.
(Source: Freshwater birds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Gulls & Terns

Great Black-backed Gull Droimneach mór
Larus marinus
Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from April-October, with peak numbers of
70-100 in June-August. Feeds in the borrow dyke* and roosts in the
saltmarsh, where the remains of eaten crabs mark their favoured spots.
Lesser Black-backed Gull and Herring Gull also occur in these roosts.
Status: Resident along all Irish coasts. Less frequently seen inland, usually only
following storms.
Diet: Fish, waste from commercial fishing, offal, and other birds, for example
auks at colonies in the breeding season. Will also rob other birds of food kleptoparasitism.
Breeding: Breeds on the ground in colonies all around the coast of Ireland.
Most colonies are on well-vegetated off-shore islands, or in other areas
difficult of access, making the species to census. A few birds breed inland
where they associate with freshwater lakes in Co. Mayo and Co. Galway.
Wintering: Resident birds are joined by immigrants in the winter. Found
around the coast with some birds inland.
(Source: Birdwatch Ireland)

* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Black-headed Gull Faoileán an Chaipín
Larus ridibundus
Length
35–40 cm

Wingspan
94–105 cm

Weight
Oldest-known bird
M: 330 g
30 years
F: 250 g

Occurs on Harper’s Island all year with peak numbers of 1200-2500 in JuneSeptember. Roosts at high tide in the saltmarsh with some birds feeding in the
borrow dyke*.
The black-headed gull can live for over thirty years. It has a number of Irish names,
some of uncertain origin. One is Faoileán an Chaipín which means ‘the gull with the
little cap’ while Faoileán Ceanndubh literally means ‘black headed gull’. Other names
used to describe this bird in Ireland include redshank gull, red-legged gull, pine and
pine maw.
It might be surprising to learn that, unlike most other seagulls, the black-headed gull
breeds away from the coast, mainly in the midlands, west and north of the country
on bogs, marshes, brackish lagoons and islands. An estimated 14,000 pairs were
found breeding in Ireland between 1998 and 2002. It is suggested that it has declined
by as much as 70 per cent since the 1980s as a breeding species. Most Irish-bred
birds remain in Ireland though some will migrate south to France, Spain and Portugal
in the winter. From July onwards, young birds, with their noticeable brown marking
on the back of the neck and side of the breast, and adults begin to appear away from
the breeding colonies, especially in estuaries. By mid-winter it is our most numerous
gull species and is found all over the country. The most migratory of our gulls, large
numbers of black-headed gulls come here each winter from Britain, Scandinavia,
continental Europe, Iceland and even Russia.
The black-headed gull’s diet is very broad, ranging from spiders and flying ants to
fish, worms and carrion. It is rarely seen on its own and is at home feeding on a
mudflat, rocky shore, playing field or refuse tips, behind fishing boats or tractors. It
appears to be site faithful during and between winters. Night roosts containing many
thousands of birds can be found on water in large bays and estuaries around the
coast. These birds start heading back to their breeding grounds from February
onward. Up to 45,000 are found in Ireland in winter and highest concentrations have
been recorded at Dundalk Bay (Louth), Belfast Lough and Outer Ards (Down).
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the seawall
dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that comes in through a
sluice gate in the seawall.

Common Tern Geabhróg
Sterna hirundo
Length
31–35cm

Wingspan
82–95cm

Weight
130g

Oldest-known bird
33 years

Occurs on Harper’s Island from June-August when birds visit from a nearby
breeding colony to feed in the borrow dyke*.
The common tern can live for over thirty-three years. Its common
Irish name is Geabhróg which means ‘chatterer’ and another, ScréachógThrá,
means ‘beach screecher’ both referring to its loud, raucous calls. Other names
used to describe this bird in Ireland include pirre (from Northern Ireland,
apparently because of one of its calls) and kingfisher. Sailors called it the seaswallow because of its long, forked tail. It usually arrives here in late April or
early May and departs for its wintering grounds on the West African coast in
September. It breeds in colonies around our coast, mainly in the northern half
of the country and on inland lakes, such as on the Shannon, Lough Erne and
Lough Neagh. About 4,189 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the AllIreland Tern Survey in 1995. Numbers have been declining here in recent years
and there is a noticeable northward shift in their breeding range. It is
suggested that global warming may be the cause. It is our most widely
distributed breeding tern and will sometimes nest on man-made structures
such as barges, rafts and undisturbed docklands. It will defend its nest, dive at
any intruder, sometimes striking it with is needle-sharp beak. It feeds mainly
on sand eels and sprats which it catches by plunging head-first into the water
and flying off immediately.
Like all terns, the common tern rarely lands on water, preferring beaches,
rocky shores, small islands, moored boats and buoys. As many as 11,000 terns,
mostly common terns, roost at low tide on the vast expanse of the beach on
the south side of Dublin Bay in late summer and autumn. A common tern
ringed on Copeland Island, County Down, in May 1959 was found in Victoria,
Australia, in October 1968, over 17,000 kilometres away.
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Cormorant
&
Grebes

Cormorant Broigheall
Phalacrocorax carbo
Length
125–145cm

Wingspan
80–95 cm

Weight
M:2.5kg
F:2.1kg

Oldest-known Bird
25 years

Present on Harper’s Island all year with peak numbers of 15-20 in SeptemberNovember. Feeds in the borrow dyke* and roosts on posts at the edge of the
saltmarsh.
The cormorant can live for over 23 years but the average lifespan is
about 11 years. In Irish it has many names, reflecting its many
encounters with human beings. The most common name is Broigheall
which is thought to refer to the white belly of the immature birds but
probably refers to something more obscure. Other more obvious names
include Cailleach Dhubh meaning ‘black hag’ (or nun) and Fiach Mara
which means ‘sea raven’. Other English names that have been used to
describe this bird in Ireland include ‘billy diver’, ‘sea crow’ and ‘scart’.
In Ireland it usually breeds on offshore islands and sea cliffs but in recent
decades breeding populations have become established around inland lakes,
on lake islands and in trees. An estimated 5,000 pairs were found breeding in
Ireland during the last Breeding Atlas Survey, the vast majority on the coast but
also on fresh water, mainly in Clare and Galway. The large nest, usually built by
the male, is made of twigs, rushes and reeds (seaweed on the coast). About
three or four eggs are laid in May and incubated by both parents for
about 30 days. The young are born naked and helpless and fledge after about
50 days. Most cormorants born in Ireland remain here though some do move
south to France and Iberia. Up to the 1960s cormorants mainly wintered
around the coast but since then they have been found in increasing numbers
on rivers and lakes. The largest concentration in winter, which is of
international importance, is found in Lough Neagh with about 10 per cent of
the total Irish wintering population. The rest are found in the larger estuaries
and on lakes and rivers with most found north of a line from Dublin to Galway.

(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the seawall
dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that comes in
through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Little Grebe Spágaire tonn
Tachybaptus ruficollis
Length
25–29 cm

Weight
140 g

Wingspan
40–45 cm

Oldest-known Bird
17 years

Mainly occurs on Harper’s Island from August-February with peak numbers
of 10-15 in October-February. Feeds in the borrow dyke* where it dives to
catch its invertebrate prey.
In Irish it is called by many names, most frequently Spágaire Tonn. Spágaire
literally mean ‘clumsyfooted person’ and tonn usually means a wave but can
also mean a duck. This name refers to its awkward-looking gait on land.
Another name is Tomaire Beag which means ‘little diver’. Other English names
that have been used to describe this bird in Ireland include ‘dabchick’, ‘Tom
puddin’ ‘and ‘drink-a-penny’.
The little grebe is found in many parts of Europe, Asia and Africa, south of the
Sahara. An estimated 3,000 pairs were found breeding in Ireland during the
last Breeding Atlas Survey with most found north of a line from Dublin to
Limerick. It breeds on inland lakes and ponds, canals and also rivers and
streams, avoiding fast-flowing water and preferring water bodies with a muddy
bottom, a water depth of less than a metre and plenty of aquatic vegetation
above and below the water surface. It is largely resident, not moving far from
where it breeds or was born. During the winter there is a noticeable move to
the coast and others move away from larger lakes as more wetlands form.
Winter distribution and numbers largely mirror that of the summer with an
increase in estuaries and a tendency in places for it to form flocks. Prolonged
freezing conditions will force little grebes that remain on their breeding
territories to move to open water, usually near the coast. Based on limited
ringing data, it is thought that Irish little grebes are joined by birds from central
and eastern Europe during the winter. Highest concentrations are to be found
on Lough Neagh (Armagh), Lough Arrow (Sligo) and Strangford Lough (Down).
(Source: Shorebirds of Ireland – The Collins Press)
* The wide trench or depression left by digging out the soil to make the
seawall dyke is called a “borrow dyke”. It is usually full of seawater that
comes in through a sluice gate in the seawall.

Falcons & Hawks

Peregrine Fabhcún gorm
Falco peregrinus
A non-breeding visitor to Harper’s Island flying high overhead as it hunts
waterbirds. If you see all the birds flush, look up in the sky and you may see
this falcon.
Diet: Mainly birds, usually taken in the air and sometimes on the ground or on
water. Employs spectacular hunting technique where the bird 'stoops' from
high above its intended prey, with its wings held close into the body, reaching
great speeds. Estimates of speeds vary but it seems likely that birds reach at
least 240km/hour, making it the fastest animal on the planet. Kills its prey with
force of its impact using its legs at the last moment to inflict the killer blow.
Prey includes pigeons, including feral birds, thrushes, waders and wildfowl,
gulls and seabirds.
Breeding: Breeds on coastal and inland cliffs. Most birds on the coast breed on
the south, west and north coasts, coastal breeding on the east coast is limited
by the availability of suitable nesting cliffs. Most inland birds breed on
mountain cliffs but will also breed at lower levels. The species is still recovering
from a dramatic and well documented decline in the 1950s and 60s due to the
effects of pesticide poisoning. The responsible pesticides have been banned
and the species has been recovering slowly.
Wintering: Resident in Ireland, but shows some movement away from its
breeding areas in the winter. Can be found on the coast, especially on
estuaries where they hunt on concentrations on water birds. Some birds move
into cites, where feral pigeons provide suitable prey; one was captured on film
recently by a road traffic monitor looking down over the Quays in central
Dublin. Some birds at this time of the year could have immigrated from Britain
or even further afield.
Where to See: Look for them on estuaries in the winter. If a flock of waders or
wildfowl suddenly fly up, it maybe that a Peregrine has flushed them. If they
are about they will often be perched on fences or other vantage points.
Walking suitable cliffs in the breeding season may give dramatic views of
Peregrines hunting.
(Source: Birdwatch Ireland)

Sparrowhawk Spioróg
Accipiter nisus
Resident in the area of Harper’s Island, breeding in local woodlands and
gardens and visiting Harper’s Island to hunt small birds.
Status: Common resident, with occasional winter visitors from Continental
Europe.
Diet: Usually small birds which are taken when perched or in flight, sometimes
after a long chase. Attacks with one or both feet, will pursue prey on foot.
Sparrowhawks often utilize hedge rows or other cover, flying low on one side
and then crossing over to other side to surprise its prey. Is a master of flying in
woodland where it can fly through small gaps in branches pursuit of its prey,
displaying great agility. Will use woodland edges, rides as well as any cover,
especially cover that adjoins woodland. Will even pursue prey birds on foot
over the ground.
Breeding: Probably the most common bird of prey in Ireland. Widespread in
woodland, farmland with woods, larger parks and gardens. Nests in trees.
Breeds throughout Ireland but is scarce in the west, where tree cover is low.
Formally bird of woodland, it is now also found extensively in wooded
farmland and will venture into urban gardens, where small birds attracted to
bird feeders are taken, much to some peoples distress.
Wintering: Resident in Ireland. Can be seen throughout the country, although
numbers will be low in the some parts of the west. Resident birds will be joined
by wintering birds from Britain and Europe.
Where to See: Many people see these birds in their gardens, where they will
be hunting on small birds. Can be difficult to spot in the countryside but will
often give good views, when flying overhead, where it may on 'prospecting'
flights.

(Source: BirdWatch Ireland)

